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News

EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate copolymer) interlayer film for decorative laminated glass  September 17, 2015
Laminated safety glass EVA-based densely cross-linked interlayer  September 17, 2015
EVA interlayer is ethylene vinyl acetate film
EVA film is used to be an interlayer film sandwiched in between two pieces of glass
Thermo cutter for interlayer glass edges trimming
THERMAL HOT TRIMMER FOR LAMINATED GLASS EDGES
Wide operating temperature range up to 400° F GREEN TAPE
EVA interlayers are ideal for laminating decorative glass
EVA high-flow EVAs flow around irregular shaped objects
EVA high-flow EVAs flow around irregular shaped objects
EVA GLASS LAMINATION INTERLAYER FILM
EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate) is a copolymer-based optical interlayer film
GREEN TAPE FOR EVA FILM
GLASS INTERLAYER FILM EVA FILM
EVA GLASS INTERLAYER FILM SAMPLES
FREE EVA GLASS FILM SAMPLES
GLASS GREEN TAPE
BACK TO HOME PAGE
EVA FILM SAMPLES
EVA INTERLAYER FILM, GLASS INTERLAYER FILM SAMPLES
Advantages of EVA Interlayer Film Compared to PVB Interlayer Film
Bubbles Solutions of Laminated Glass with EVA Interlayer Film
Case Study: Bubbles Around EVA Interlayer Film Laminated Glass Edges
2450mm Width EVA Interlayer Film Offered by CNC GLASS INTERLAYER
EVA pad for safety laminated glass packing and transportation
Arctic snow white eva glass interlayer film May 13, 2015
TOSSEAL 381 Right Glass Sealant for EVA Film Laminated Glass.pdf GE Toshiba Silicones May 13, 2015
Opaque EVA glass interlayer film for safety glass laminating white May 9, 2015
BLACK Opaque EVA glass interlayer film for safety glass laminating May 9, 2015
EVA glass interlayer film transparent color green May 8, 2015
EVA glass interlayer film transparent color orange May 8, 2015
EVA glass interlayer film transparent color red May 8, 2015
Tea Transparent color eva film for safety laminated glass May 2, 2015
Royal blue Transparent color eva film for safety laminated glass May 2, 2015
Pink Transparent color eva film for safety laminated glass May 2, 2015
Color eva glass interlayer film catalog (Transparent clear dark blue) April 29, 2015
Color eva glass interlayer film catalog (milky white opaque) April 29, 2015
Blades 11.1 for thermal cutter trimming laminated glass edges April 29, 2015
PET GREEN TAPE for safety glazing EVA PVB SGP 20150428 April 28, 2015
Eva glass laminating interlayer film foil (transparent purple color).jpg April 12, 2015
Eva glass laminating interlayer film foil (PET GREEN TAPE high temperature).jpg April 12, 2015
Eva glass laminating interlayer film foil (Grey clear color).jpg April 12, 2015
Eva glass laminating interlayer film foil Pink transparent clear (1) April 12, 2015
EVA glass interlayer film, Transparent orange yellow.jpg April 11, 2015